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The game is played on a 8× 7 board with 16 stackable counters for each side. Pieces are either1091

singletons ( ) or doubles ( ). Initially, the home row of each player is filled with doubles:1092

1093

White has the first turn. On a turn, a player must perform one of the following actions:1094

• Move: distribute the two counters of a double from its initial square onto the two nearest1095

squares in any one direction (orthogonal or diagonal). Each destination square must be1096

empty or contain a friendly singleton.1097

• Sacrifice: remove one counter from one’s own double and remove an adjacent (orthogonal1098

or diagonal) opposing singleton. Sacrifice is not forced by the presence of an adjacent1099

opposing singleton.1100

A player wins by either getting a singleton onto the opponent’s home row or by stalemating1101

the opponent (being unable to make a turn is a loss).1102

1103

→

→

→

→
Movement: before after

Double: stack of two same-colour counters.
Movement: flatten a double in any direction.
Sacrifice: reduce one’s own double to single
and remove an adjacent opposing singleton.

→
Sacrifice: before after

1104

All possible actions for one double:
four moves & sacrifice of .

White wins by breaking through. White wins by stalemating Black.
1105
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1106

Three elementary problems.

To get a feeling for MURUS GALLICUS, consider the following positions. White to play.

Problem 1. Problem 2. Problem 3.

1107

Formations 1108

Three patterns appear in every game: chariot, battering ram and siege tower. 1109

Chariot: The smallest mobile and self-repeating formation consists of a
double next to a singleton of the same colour. This three-counter forma-
tion is called a chariot and can get arbitrarily far, as long as no obstacles are
in its way. In the right-hand diagrams, the white chariot moves one square
upwards with each turn. This movement pattern is possible in all eight direc-
tions. While one goal is to move towards the opponent’s home row, lateral
and backwards movement can be necessary. Chariot movement 1110

Battering ram: This formation consists of two adjacent doubles of one
colour. A battering ram can crash through a head-on opposing singleton
by a sacrifice, turning into a chariot with free space. Clearly, this maneuver
works just as well if the black singleton is on any square adjacent to the up-
per white double. Mutual capture for mobility is a common tactic in MURUS
GALLICUS. Battering ram 1111

Siege tower: When going for a break-
through win, the opponent’s third row is
of uttermost importance: getting a double
onto that line means that it is in striking
distance of the goal.
This is why this line is called the siege row
and a double on that row is a siege tower.
Obtaining a siege tower is a significant
strategic subgoal.

white siege row

black siege row

Siege towers are
breakthrough threats

1112

A siege tower puts a strong burden on the opponent by pinning several pieces for defensive 1113

duties. Particularly painful are doubles preventing breakthrough: two counters are pinned and 1114

the double may never be able to move again! Siege towers are immune to captures and can sit 1115

in place indefinitely. This greatly reduces the opponent’s mobility and options. 1116
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In the right-hand diagram, F is a very strong siege tower. In
fact, it is dominating the entire position. First, the black double
A is pinned: moving it away immediately clears the way for
White’s breakthrough. Moreover, the two B singletons are weak
as growing them only leads to immobile doubles.
As in this example, siege towers can be so overwhelmingly
strong that getting a singleton onto the siege row is already an
important subgoal. Likewise, you should make your opponent
work hard to march onto the siege row.

A

B

B

F

1117

Strategy and Tactics1118

MURUS GALLICUS is a positional game of balance — a balance in material, and a balance be-1119

tween offence and defence.1120

The sacrifice action, a hallmark of the game, guarantees players always have an equal, albeit1121

declining, number of counters throughout the game! Each sacrificial capture removes counters1122

in pairs, one counter from each player. This means a player cannot win MURUS GALLICUS by1123

material advantage followed by subsequent attrition, as is the case in many capture games, such1124

as CHESS and DRAUGHTS. Instead, players must gain positional advantage to win; one that1125

limits your opponent’s options and expands your own. The means to mobility is the efficient1126

use of offensive and defensive play as embodied in doubles and singletons.1127

Double movement is directly related to offensive maneuvers; whereas, singleton placement is1128

primarily for defensive blocking, although singletons can and do act as stepping stones for1129

double movement. During the game, players must preserve at least some of their mobility as1130

they move around the gridded battlefield since not being able to move or sacrifice will lose the1131

game.1132

Board evaluation1133

Two simple measures of positional success are mobility and sacrifice potential.1134
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sacrifice potential
1135

Mobility is measured with the standard technique of comparing how many moves are possible1136

on each square of the board. For this, the simplifying assumption of an otherwise empty board1137

is made; the possible presence of opponent or other friendly pieces is ignored. The 2× 2 corner1138

regions have minimal mobility, with only 3 possible directions. Next in mobility are four border1139

regions with 5 possible directions. Finally, the central 4× 3 region has the highest mobility1140

potential, with doubles having the option of all 8 directions.1141

Sacrifice potential can be examined in the same way, and yields the same pattern, only with1142

smaller boundary regions.1143
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Based on these observations, it is a good strategy to plant pieces in the central board region of 1144

maximal mobility. Conversely, try to entice your opponent’s pieces away from the center which 1145

makes them weak and possibly isolated, effectively taking them out of the game. 1146

Double counts 1147

The number of doubles on each side is important. For example,
a player running out of doubles cannot move and will lose to
stalemate in the next turn.
Movement can change a player’s double count by −1, 0, or +1.
This is obvious from a few pictures. The diagram on the right
has four black doubles, and the three possible moves for 4 are
marked. If that double moves over two empty squares, double
count reduces by one. But moving over two singletons creates
two doubles for a gain of one double.

1

2

3

4

Initial double count: 4
1148
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Double count: 4
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4 5

Double count: 5
1149

It is tempting to think of double count differential as equivalent to material advantage and in 1150

some sense this is true. An easy way to evaluate an on-going game is to count the doubles 1151

and their potential mobility. However, a more accurate evaluation would be to count how 1152

many actual moves are available on the board for each player. Keep in mind that doubles block 1153

movement just like singletons do; but when allocated to blocking opponent movement, their 1154

own movement becomes limited or forfeited. So what appears to be a material advantage may 1155

be an illusion. 1156

Forced sacrifice. A common tactic to gain an advantage in double count is to force the op- 1157

ponent to make a sacrifice. This is done by moving a chariot next to the targeted double and 1158

creating a threat of passing through the defence. If the opponent captures the chariot’s leading 1159

singleton, the opponent’s double count declines, while the moving player’s does not! 1160
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Both sides have four doubles.
White to move.

White now threatens an
unstoppable siege tower.

Black has to sacrifice, losing a
double in the process.

1161

On the other hand, if a double is flattened into two singletons, forcing the targeted double to1162

sacrifice, then both player counts will decline. Nonetheless, this maneuver is still useful in the1163

end game as it can block off the targeted double in two directions and advance a stalemate1164

victory through suffocating the opponent.1165

Battering ram utility1166

Battering ram formations, consisting of two adjacent same-coloured doubles, are powerful in1167

their versatility: like any piece, they block opponent movement; they can breach an opponent’s1168

Gallic Wall formation; allow waiting for the opponent to run out of moves (stalling); and they1169

can create bi-directional chariot formations (in two moves). The last purpose is examined in the1170

following sequence:1171

a b c

d

I — battering ram on the third row II — after moving to a III — towards a siege tower
1172

Diagram I shows all possible moves, up to reflection. Of these, moving the right-hand double1173

to a or b produces chariots on the highlighted squares. Diagram II shows the result after the1174

diagonal move to a. If the resulting chariot now moves downwards, as indicated, the position1175

of diagram III appears. This is a strong attacking position because Black threatens to create a1176

siege tower with either of the two singletons!1177

Instead of a or b, Black could also make the lateral move d. If in the subsequent turn, the other1178

double moves in the same direction, the following formation appears: , a bi-chariot with1179

the option to move to the left or to the right. This is sometimes useful.1180

The remaining possibility in diagram I, moving to c, is usually bad: the emerging singletons1181

do not interact with the other double. Such a move reduces Black’s double count and is only1182

advisable if some other significant benefit is obtained.1183
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An analogous, thorough study of a diagonal battering ram, as in
the adjacent diagram, is left to the readers. Here is just a list of
some possible results:

(i) A a, X z produces a diagonal bi-chariot.
(ii) A b severs contact to X , and will often be bad.
(iii) X y, A d or vice versa gives an hook-type bi-chariot.
(iv) X y, A c and X x, A d (both in either order) create siege

tower threats, although with only one singleton.

a b c

d
z y x

A

X

diagonal ram: movement options
1184

Defensive singleton placement 1185

The offensive purpose of the sacrifice action is to remove block-
ing singletons. Therefore, when attempting to block opposing
doubles with singletons, it is prudent to distribute them two
squares away from the targeted stack, as this denies immediate
sacrifice of the targeted stack.
In the adjacent diagram, each white singleton blocks three black
doubles. But A is safe from capture by them whereas B is in
imminent peril.

A

B

singleton blocks
1186

All games of MURUS GALLICUS start with players moving onto the second and third rows, with 1187

doubles on the third row soon to follow. Because the board has seven rows, this means your 1188

opponent will be building stacks on your fifth row, and your singletons on the third row are 1189

well positioned to block these doubles! This design choice establishes contact between the two 1190

armies almost immediately, just like CHESS pawns do with their optional two-step first move, 1191

and creates a sense of being walled out. 1192

Singleton functionality 1193

Singletons perform two main functions. They can block the movement of opposing doubles 1194

and they can act as foundations for the distribution of one’s own doubles. 1195

Therefore, on a player’s turn, each singleton can function as a blocker, as a potential stepping 1196

stone, as both or a singleton may perform no useful function at all. 1197

In the adjacent diagram, singleton functions are indicated. Most
active are those with the double role of stepping stone and block.
Of course, more accurate analysis can be carried out: instead of
simply checking if a singleton blocks, one can count how many
opposing doubles are blocked. And blocks in forward direction
are more important than blocking in lateral or even backwards
direction. As an example, the black singleton on b4 is counted as
ineffective because the double-function singleton above it is in a
better position to block the white double.
The same refinement applies to stepping stones. For currently
ineffective singletons, the main question is whether they can be
activated again, and with how much effort.

.
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.

d

s

b

.

b

b

. d
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d

d

s = stepping stone only
b = block only
d = dual role (s+b)
· = no function in this turn

1198
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The singleton functionality count can represent the effectiveness of a player’s singletons. In the1199

above diagram, White has five useful singletons and Black has three. It should be noted that1200

a singleton that is not blocking or useable as a stepping stone is essentially out of the game1201

for at least the current game turn. It is possible to recover the use of these isolated singletons;1202

however, it is sometimes difficult to do so without wasting time. For example, the topmost1203

black ineffectual singleton, at b6, can become a blocker if White moves the lower double at f21204

towards the singleton. On the other hand, the rightmost Black singleton at h3 has little chance1205

to be useful for the rest of the game. (It could become a siege tower in four rounds [f4:e5, e4-g6,1206

d5-f5, f5-h3], but White would likely reject this in some manner.)1207

Compulsion to move1208

Because players are required to move or sacrifice each turn,
situations can arise in the endgame when stalemate becomes
inevitable. The losing player is often forced by the compul-
sion to move (zugzwang) to expend their last double stack
— to either expend their last double, sacrifice capture, run
out of chariot running room, or simply move out of the way
of a siege tower. In these situations, the winning player must
usually find one or two waiting moves.
The adjacent problem demonstrates this to the extreme.

Problem 4.
1209

Drawn games1210

A MURUS GALLICUS match may end up drawn from repetition of positions but this is very1211

rare. In order to draw a game, both players must simultaneously establish infinite cycles of1212

play. The battering ram formation is capable of such cycles, shown below. If both players have1213

such formations, they can cycle the game to a draw. However, this is very unlikely to occur if at1214

least one player is trying to win.1215

Two battering ram cycles Draw: inevitable cycle.

1216

Endgame1217

It is important to keep both winning conditions in mind. Novices often try to force a foolhardy1218

breakthrough, generally to the detriment of their own defence. They may do this even when1219

stalemating their opponent would be easier to do.1220

As a rule of thumb, once your opponent is down to one or two mobile doubles, stalemate1221

becomes a very good possibility. A player can no longer sacrifice if down to one double!1222
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1223

Three endgame problems White to play

Problem 5. Problem 6. Problem 7.

1224

Midgame 1225

When players have developed the pieces from their home rows and opposing pieces are within 1226

sacrifice range, the middle game begins. Players try to establish dominance of their fourth or 1227

fifth rows. This task is made difficult by the presence of Gallic Wall formations. Players attempt 1228

to control the game by making probing moves and forcing the opponent to make sacrifice cap- 1229

tures. Choosing when and where to approach the middle row is crucial for success. 1230

The guiding strategy of the middlegame is to prepare for the endgame by keeping the oppo- 1231

nent on defense. The primary subgoal of the middlegame is to place a siege tower on the fifth 1232

row because once established the opponent is burdened with defensive duties. A secondary 1233

goal is the build a double in the middle row with the intent of sacrifice capture or breaking 1234

communications between the opponent’s pieces. 1235

One device of the midgame are probing moves which demand the opponent to decide, for ex- 1236

ample between sacrifice and counter-attack. Depending on the reaction, one can then follow 1237

different plans. 1238

1239

Three midgame problems Black to play
Naturally, matters are ambiguous in the midgame. Take the following problems and their
solutions as suggestions.

Problem 8.
Build a double on row 4.

Problem 9.
Dominate the centre.

Problem 10.
Make several probing moves.

1240
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Openings1241

Gallic Wall1242

MURUS GALLICUS is Latin for Gallic Wall, a formidable barrier in its day; see the picture at the1243

end of this section.1244

Gallic Walls

x

The black wall has a gap.
1245

A Gallic Wall formation is a horizontally connected group of like-colored pieces that form a1246

barrier, impeding the forward progress of the opponent. The opening of a game of MURUS1247

GALLICUS is often marked by the creation of barriers on each player’s third row. In the Gallic1248

Wall diagram, the walls on the respective third rows are marked. Both White and Black have1249

very limited forward moves available.1250

Diagonal connections are vastly inferior to orthogonal ones since the opponent can slip through.1251

In the right-hand diagram, three such moves are indicated. The gaping hole at x invites White1252

to try for a tower on that spot, aiming for breakthrough.1253

The opening of a game of Murus Gallicus usually lasts no more than eight player rounds as1254

players develop the doubles on their home rows. The middle game begins when players start to1255

capture singletons. During the opening, players should be concerned with blocking the move-1256

ment of the opposing pieces, not letting them cross over the middle row.1257

On the flipside, should the opportunity arise, one can try to disrupt the opponent’s opening1258

by dashing into the opposing half of the board with a flattened double. An early arrival of a1259

singleton on the siege (fifth) row can be unsettling and troublesome. This lowers the attacker’s1260

double count, but there is a high likelihood the opponent will sooner or later be forced to remove1261

this thorn with a sacrifice capture and bring balance back to the double count.1262

A typical opening evolves around threats towards the siege row.
In the adjacent diagram, White’s centre push threatens a double
on A using either of the x doubles; then A can reach a marked
square.
The Opening I, II, III diagrams show three possible continua-
tions until each player has made two moves. In Opening I, Black
blocks two of these squares and only lets White enter on the
square with least double mobility. In Openings II and III, Black
mimics the white pattern. Else Black can ignore the veiled threat
and proceed with unrelated moves.

x x

A

Opening move aiming at the three
marked siege row squares

1263
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Opening I: siege row denial Opening II: rotation symmetry Opening III: mirror symmetry
1264

The symmetric defenses tend to be weak because White has the initiative and will eventually 1265

make a move that eliminates further symmetric play. In Opening III, White can move to the 1266

better siege square f5 and block Black from reaching the equally good f3. 1267

1268

MURUS GALLICUS players have come up with a few intriguing openings. The Wedge and Pike 1269

openings were presented by Carlos Luna at the game’s BGG forum page. In both cases, the 1270

name refers to the white moves. 1271

The plan of the Wedge is to create a long diagonal impeding the opponent’s progress and to 1272

get a singleton to the siege row in only three moves. Its weak point is the hole on d3 after the 1273

first three turns. Therefore the following steps should aim to protect the third line with f1-d3. 1274

Depending on where Black is attacking, a1-a3 or g1-g3 can be good defensive moves. 1275

Black’s best counter to the Wedge may simply be to take f5 in the first two turns. If White, after 1276

b1-d3 and d1-d3 cannot carry out d3-f5, a good alternative is d3-d5, the Pike variant. Black can 1277

also calmy deny the siege row, as in the Opening I diagram. 1278

Wedge: stage I

1. b1-d3, d7-d5
2. d1-d3, a7-c5
3. d3-f5

Wedge: stage II

3. . . . , c7-c5
4. f1-d3, b7-b5
5. g1-e3

Pike

1. b1-d3 g7-e5
2. d1-d3 f7-f5
3. d3-d5

1279

The Crab opening was invented by Michel Sorbet. It is well-balanced. 1280
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Crab: stage I

1. h1-f3 d7-b5
2. a1-c3 a7-c5

Crab: stage II

3. b1-b3 b7-d5
4. g1-g3 c7-e5

Crab: final stage

5. c1-c3 e7-c5
6. e1-e3 f7-d5
7. d1-d3 g7-e5
8. f1-f3 h7-f5

1281

Background1282

MURUS GALLICUS is a crossing game in which players try to create impenetrable walls of stone1283

as menacing formations approach, reminiscent of Julius Caesar’s Gallic Wars. The game pits1284

Romans (white) against Gauls (black). The doubles (stacks of two counters) represent towers;1285

singletons (lone counters) represent immobile wall pieces. A unique feature of the game is1286

material balance: both players have the same number of counters on the board. It is not possible1287

to obtain material superiority!1288

You can play against Stephen Tavener’s Ai Ai program (http://mrraow.com/index.php/aiai-home)1289

and also online at the igGameCenter web site http://www.iggamecenter.com. The designer’s web1290

site is https://sites.google.com/site/theowlsnest02.1291

Solutions to the problems1292

1. 1. b4:c5, White’s only legal move. The continuation is natural: 1. . . . b6-d4; 2. b2-b4, d4-b6; 3. b4-d4, c5-a7; 4.1293

c4-a6, b6:a6; 5. b5-d7.1294

2. 1. f2-d2, blocking Black’s imminent threats e5-e3 and f4-d2. Note that the sacrifice 1. f2:e3 will not work because1295

these two black moves, in either order guarantee, a win. After the correct White move, Black cannot prevent1296

b1-d3, d3-b5, b5-b7.1297

3. 1. d3:e3 is forced to prevent Black’s g5-e3, as is 1. . . . b5-d5; 2. c2:c3, c5-a5; 3. a3-c5 and White can break through.1298

4. 1. e3-g5 threatens a breakthrough at g7 and thereby disable Black’s double at f7. Black needs to defend with1299

either . . . f7-h7 or . . . f7-h5 to block. White now plays a waiting move such as 2. f4-d4; in fact any move of the1300

doubles f4 or g6 will do. Black is forced to move the remaining double at b7, then allowing White’s breakthrough1301

3. d5-b7.1302

5. 1. c3-c5, getting another singleton on the siege row. Black best reply is to sacrifice . . . f5:f4 and threaten a siege1303

tower on g3. White 2. d3-f3 defends against the threat and enables to build a siege tower on either c5 or g5.1304

Black . . . e5-g3 goes for the siege tower but White simply blocks with 3. f3-h1. Black is lost, and . . . g3-e5 is the1305

last remaining move avoiding stalemate. With 4. e3-c5 White creates an unstoppable siege tower.1306

6. 1. e3-e5 with White aiming at a siege tower on e5. This move also isolates Black’s left side. Then . . . d5-b51307

is Black’s only move; all others lead to immediate stalemate. 2. d2-b4 recovers the singleton at b4, creates a1308

retreating chariot and hampers Black’s battering ram. . . . c5-c7, Black is hemmed in and can only try to defend1309

against the coming siege tower at e5. 3. b4-d2, allowing a jump to e5. . . . b5-b7. 4. c3-e5 builds the siege tower.1310

. . . c6-e6 prevents breakthrough but also expends Black’s last double. After any move, White wins by stalemate.1311

Any other move loses: for example 1. e3-g3 allows 1. . . . d4-b4, threatening a downward driving chariot. And 1.1312

d2-b4 right away gives Black the chance to reply 1. . . . d5-f5, closing the gap and setting up an attack.1313

7. All moves are forced: 1. c2-a4, b7-d7; 2. d1-b3, c7-e7; 3. b3-d1, d7-f7; 4. c2-a4, e7-g7; 5. a4-c2, f7-h7; 6. b3-d1,1314

g7-e7; 7. c2-a4 and White wins by stalemate.1315

8. 1. . . . e6-c4 — White has no defending doubles on the left side and this move also prevents e2-c4. Regardless of1316

White’s reply, Black can play 2. d6-b6 which will safely allow 4. c6-c4.1317

http://mrraow.com/index.php/aiai-home
http://www.iggamecenter.com
https://sites.google.com/site/theowlsnest02
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9. 1. . . . f6-d4 immediately threatens d6-d4 as the follow-up. Naturally, White sacrifices 2. d3:d4. Now 2. . . . b6-d4 1318

renews the position and if 3. e3:d4 sacrifices again, then 3. . . . d6-d4 takes the centre. 1319

10. 1. . . . b5-b3 puts a singleton on the siege row, asking if White wants to sacrifice its double as a response. If White 1320

declines and for example increases double count with 2. f3-d3, then Black can play 2. . . . c5-a3, getting another 1321

singleton on the siege row and, more importantly, threatening to double b3. One sensible reply is 3. d2-b2, 1322

stopping the black chariot and thus the siege tower. 3. . . . b4-d4 renews the siege tower threat. If 4. c3:b3 finally 1323

sacrifices, one possible continuation might be: 4. . . . c4-c6 (switching to defense), 5. c2-c4, e5-c5 (White advances, 1324

Black builds doubles and threatens the a3 siege tower), 6. d3-b5, c5:b5 (White threatens a siege tower and Black 1325

stops it), 7. c4-e2, d5-b5 (White retreats and prepares for the endgame but Black attacks again on a3). 1326

1327


